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The market for electric transportation is in full swing. More and more motorists and companies opt for 

the durability and convenience of rechargeable vehicles.  

Eekels Technology too recognises the future of electric transportation: as a specialist in the field of 

electrotechnology, it offers the delivery and installation of charging points for electric vehicles. The 

delivery of charging points is a joint effort of Eekels and TBI subsidiary Alfen. Alfen produces solid, 

high-tech charging points named ICU Charging Equipment for electric vehicles (EVs). Eekels takes 

care of the installation, management and maintenance of the charging stations to ensure trouble-free 

electric charging, wherever you are and whenever you need to charge your vehicle.  

 

 



Versatile charging points 

The charging points provided by Eekels are extremely suitable for use at home, at companies, in car 

parks and in other usage scenarios. The chargers are available in various capacities, which means 

that there is a suitable solution for every vehicle and every situation. Moreover, placing a charging 

point at your company is a great and durable gesture towards your clients and employees.  

Eekels also offers the possibility to purchase a 'smart' charging point, which automatically sends 

information regarding the amount of charged power to a computer system. Through the use of this 

smart system, users can easily be charged for the energy used. This way you can offer EV motorists 

free-of-charge charging points or turn charging into a paid service.  

 

 

About ICU 

ICU stands for Integrated Charging Unit. This is a Dutch producer of high-tech charging points for 

electric vehicles. ICU's charging points are already being used at homes, at companies and in public 

areas in the Netherlands and abroad. ICU cooperates closely with car manufacturers to develop 

versatile charging points for every electric vehicle and can therefore provide you with a solid solution 

for charging your car.  

 


